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Advanced Risk Management: Great Land Trust (GLT) Case Study 

November 10, 2022 

The Eklutna River Estuary Conservation Easement Violation 

 

Violation Management Tips 

Board tips: 

You need your board to be well informed, but you also want to limit discoverable documents – 

especially creating documents that would reveal concerns, strategy, what you might settle for, 

etc. which you would be required to share with the other side during discovery.   

• Keep information contained. Know your bylaws and board meeting structure.  

o You will have to quickly call interim board meetings in order to pass resolutions in 

support of legal activity (e.g. resolutions in support of filing the lawsuit, accepting 

settlement amounts). You need to be nimble and timely.  

o You will also want to schedule executive sessions for confidential attorney-client 

privilege information. Be clear about confidential information with the board and 

limit emails and content.  

• Board Liaison. Identify and have the board pass a resolution supporting having a single 

board member serve as a board liaison.  

o GLT was fortunate to have a well-respected and experienced board member who 

was formerly an Assistant Attorney General for the State of Alaska, Natural 

Resources Section. This streamlined communication with a trusted board member 

and limited our already rather substantial discoverable materials. The board trusted 

this process and it made it a lot easier on staff.  

o Before you even experience a violation, identify who this would be on your board or 

start recruiting for someone who can take this role. You will need it eventually.  

Financial tips: 

• Expect to spend money.  

• Set-up an accounting code to track all costs related to this violation.   

o You will need to know what it costs you to resolve this violation – and this will help 

you course-correct for the future because there will be more violations and you 

need to budget for them. We’re tracking the settlement funds, too, and can show 

that 100% were invested in the process and restoration. This helps set internal 

precedent which supports our legal strategy now and in the future.  
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• Track legal costs. Even when Terrafirma is paying the bills, you need to answer the question 

at any time of how much of a potential settlement or award will be left for restoration.  

Compliance tips: 

• Read your Terrafirma policy and explain the hierarchy of reimbursement to the board and 

legal counsel at the start. It is important for all to understand that Terrafirma is a partner in 

this effort and that any settlement or award received must be used to repay legal costs, first 

your deductible and then anything Terrafirma has paid out. What is left goes to restoration.  

• Read your lands management policies and make sure you are following your violation 

policy.  

• Read your conservation easement and make sure you are following your enforcement 

role. 

• Make sure your stewardship records are complete, include nothing but facts, and tidy.  

• Be aware of all written material – you will have to provide it to opposing counsel during 

discovery.   

Staff tips:  

Unfortunately, you can’t schedule when a violation will occur or how long it will take to deal 

with. You cannot ‘contract out’ this work. You will be hiring assistance – legal expertise, 

restoration experts, and potentially others – but you will be working side-by-side.  

• Be realistic: this is going to take a lot of time, it is challenging, and it will stress staff out. 

Find ways to get the support you all need – such as working with the attorney to do 

deposition prep, contracting for restoration plans and anything else that can bring in 

expertise and share the workload. Do everything you can to free up time to work on this – 

the same you would a new lands project or any other priority.  

• Find ways to make sure people get breaks and don’t burn out. Schedule an office closure 

after settlement/victory. GLT’s board closed our office – with holiday pay - from Christmas 

to New Year’s so that we could take a break after settlement, before restoration.  

Communications tips: 

• Set your goals – and make sure staff and board are on the same page. Ours were to stop 

the damage from continuing, stop the violation from spreading (neighbors or others would 

quickly catch-on if these cleared viewsheds and expanded backyards were not forcefully 

stopped), recoup our costs, restore the property, and honor our commitments to our 

funders, donors, and supporters.  

• If this is third-party trespass violation, work closely and communicate as appropriate with 

the landowner. Make sure the landowner understands and agrees with how settlement 

funds will be used – which, in our case, was to recoup legal costs (including the 

landowner’s) and restore the property – which GLT has led.  

• Take a ton of pictures – and make sure they are dated, well organized, and from the same 

photo point so you can document the violation from discovery through resolution.  
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• Get some PR advice. We have a board member who is a PR and marketing professional. Be 

ready to tell this success story. We featured this story in our eNews, annual report, annual 

fundraiser, etc. 

• Keep an eye on any confidentiality agreement – you don’t want to give away your right to 

talk about this case. The money to restore one property isn’t as valuable as the ability to 

dissuade others from damaging other protected properties. Make your goals clear with your 

legal counsel including writing them out before mediation and including these in the 

mediation brief – because the focus on the non-monetary value of being able to dissuade 

others is likely abnormal considering the typical goal is to win as large of a settlement as 

possible for the client.  

Procurement tips: 

• Work with counsel to engage an expert early and work with the expert throughout the 

litigation process.  

o We contracted out for a restoration report. It was essential that our legal counsel 

was involved from the ground floor and that we got our expert on-board early. The 

expert not only developed a viable restoration plan with a defensible cost but she 

would also present well as a trial witness. Our legal counsel’s involvement protected 

communications with the expert from being disclosed in discovery. 

o  And – again – you don’t get to offload this work. Our legal counsel, stewardship 

director, and executive director worked with our expert on the report drafting and 

trial prep.  

o It was a good expenditure of funds – and, because we handled it through our legal 

counsel, a cost covered by Terrafirma as a necessary expert witness. It also helped 

reduce burden on staff (who didn’t have to write the restoration report) and helped 

strengthen the validity of the report – since it was not generated in-house but by a 

highly respected and experienced third party.  

• Interview and hire your lawyer similar to hiring a staff. You are going to be working 

together for years. You need someone you can work with and understand – because you 

are not handing off this case and going back to your regular job. Stay in communication. 

Make sure you convey to your legal counsel your goals. Ask questions.  

• Hire an attorney you can work with and communicate with. Chances are really good that 

the litigator hasn’t litigated a conservation easement violation lawsuit before – and you 

haven’t been this involved in litigation. You need to train each other on your different fields 

of expertise. You need to brainstorm together as you develop legal strategy. If you can’t 

communicate – you’re not going to be successful.   

• Know when to make a statement. We didn’t want a board member who is a lawyer or a 

lawyer doing pro-bono work when they have time to litigate the case. This isn’t a hobby or a 

volunteer opportunity. We hired a well-known, experienced, tough litigator. Our staff 

handle encroachments and smaller violations all the time. We don’t pull the trigger on legal 

action and file lawsuits unless we have to. When we do, we want to be clear that we mean 

business. We’re not playing around.  
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Legal Strategies 

Problem: Our capitalist society and the related legal system have trouble accepting that 

damages/restoration costs for the Eklutna River Estuary violation were much more than the 

appraised value of the land. In this particular case, restoring 2 ¼ acres was more expensive the 

appraised value of acquiring the entire 832-acre property.  

• Solution: Established ‘reasons personal.’  

o We combatted that problem by showing we had been acting in the public interest, 

with money set-aside to mitigate for the impacts of development and entrusted with 

Great Land Trust.  

o We showed through our records and the landowner’s 2012 press release that the 

cost of restoration was reasonable, justified, and necessary. And expected by 

funders.  

o GLT works very hard to mitigate other encroachments or budding violations, that we 

also have a history of investing the settlement back into the property – which our 

policies and third-party reviewers require and expect.  

It was also important that we remained aware of where the money for a settlement would 

come from – the trespasser’s liability insurance which in most cases will be the easiest and 

most abundant source of money for settlement. This may impact your strategy. Discuss with 

your attorney.  

Problem: Courts do not want to create an economic windfall.  

• Solution: For Great Land Trust, our policies, accreditation, and annual audit of financials all 

require that any funds awarded will be used to restore the property and provide future 

protection. We also now have a history of using settlement funds for enforcement and 

restoration.  

Problem: Making the case for trespass damages when the land trust does not own the land. 

GLT did not own the land, so how can we be awarded money for damages?  

• Solution: Assignment of rights from the landowner. 

Problem: Settlement agreement comes with confidentiality requirements. 

In our situation, the settlement agreement, the defendant’s name & company, and the 

settlement amount must remain confidential.  

• Solution: We made sure there were reasonable exclusions to the confidentiality including 

Great Land Trust’s internal discussions/board, obtaining financial services from tax advisors, 

bank officers, taxing authorities, auditors, funders, accountants, insurance companies or 

other advisors acting in a similar capacity.  

• And we provided go-to language for staff and board: “GLT stopped damage at the protected 

Eklutna River Estuary property, pursued legal action, and ultimately obtained a settlement 

allowing us to recoup our costs and restore the property.” 
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Ways we leverage a bit of good luck:  

• The defendant’s legal counsel missed the deadline to request a jury trial.  

o When they filed to have this reversed, our legal counsel successfully pushed back.  

• The case was assigned to a favorable judge.  

• We looked for and found a good mediator who: 

o Understood real property law; 

o Understood land conservation; and 

o Fortuitously, owned property near a conservation easement. 

• The defendant was not the landowner, did not have a long-term relationship or conflict of 

interest with GLT – which made it easier than if the landowner caused the violation.  

• The defendant highlighted a ‘pink mushroom cloud of death’ during his deposition and 

admitted trespass and damage.  

 

Other Resources: 
Communicating with Key Constituencies During a Lawsuit:  
https://landtrustalliance.org/resources/learn/explore/communicating-with-key-constituencies-
during-a-lawsuit  
 
Action Steps Land Trusts Can Take When Faced with an Encroachment:   
https://landtrustalliance.org/resources/learn/explore/action-steps-land-trusts-can-take-when-
faced-with-an-encroachment  
 
Costs and Fees Recovery:  https://landtrustalliance.org/resources/learn/explore/costs-and-

fees-recovery  

Practical Pointers for Land Trusts When Facing a Lawsuit or Other Legal Challenge of Any Size:   
https://landtrustalliance.org/resources/learn/explore/digital-download-practical-pointers-for-
land-trusts  
 

Conservation Case Law Summaries updated three times every year (April, July and December) 
https://landtrustalliance.org/resources/learn/explore/case-law-summaries  
 

Contact Information:  

Ellen Kazary      Jonathon Katcher 

Executive Director, Great Land Trust   Attorney at Law 

ellen@greatlandtrust.org    jkatcher@alaska.net 
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